SUCCESS STORY

Information Technology/Software
Client We Served
An industry leader in data center networking solutions and services.

Problem We Solved
Microsoft® Rights Management Services (RMS) was deployed within the Legal and Finance
departments of this company so they could protect and share documents internally. Quickly,
they found out that they needed an easy way to share RMS-protected email and documents
with external business partners as well, protect PDF documents, and have access to more
administrative and client-level reporting capabilities. Microsoft recommended that they
look at the product suite being offered by GigaTrust.
The customer can now share RMS-protected documents — both Microsoft Office® docs
and PDFs — containing sensitive company information and intellectual property with
outside legal counsel, financial services advisers and consultants. Additionally, the company’s
administrative staff now has access to reports on RMS usage throughout the organization.
The client also has the ability to enforce Policy Rules to automate the protection of email
and attached documents based on the content of an email.

Products Implemented
The company selected and installed the GigaTrust Enterprise Plus product (a combination
of server software and client.) This product provided a number of administrative tools for
reporting on RMS usage throughout the enterprise. It also made reporting available to
individual authors of protected documents and email, providing activity information that
included who opened a protected document/email and who attempted to open a document
that did not have rights to the content. The GigaTrust client also enables RMS protection
of PDF documents, which are commonly used throughout the organization.

Client Satisfaction Is the Proof
“Our intellectual property is what drives our business value and with GigaTrust we know
when we share our Office and PDF files with our partners that ‘For Your Eyes Only’ really
means something.”

bout GigaTrust
GigaTrust is a leading provider of endpoint security and document in-use
protection for Windows, iOS and Android devices, offering fully managed
SaaS solutions hosted in Microsoft Azure, as well as on-premises and hybrid
cloud installations. GigaTrust is the largest and oldest provider that enhances
and extends Microsoft’s Rights Management Services (RMS) content
security solution. Customers rely on GigaTrust’s innovative next-generation
content security technologies, combined with ease of use and deployment,
to enable intellectual property protection and confidentiality.
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The company’s flagship offering, GigaCloud™, delivers secure email
and document collaboration services anytime, anywhere, on virtually
any device and any platform with real-time data analytics, reporting and
administrative tools. It applies and enforces security permissions down to
the digital content level, protecting content from misuse throughout the
entire lifecycle —while in transit, at rest and, most importantly “in use,”
even when opened by any permitted recipient. GigaCloud is available
in a secure private cloud configuration for enterprises and government
entities requiring added security features and administrative control.
For more information about GigaTrust, visit www.gigatrust.com.
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